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Introduction. We begin with a definition. Let X be a topological space and let

^(X) be the set of all continuous functions which map X into R, the real numbers.

Let ¡F = {fi, ■ ■ ■ ,/„} be a set of n distinct functions in ^(X) such that each nonzero

linear combination of these functions over R has at most n — 1 zeros in X. It is

clear that this property of & is equivalent to the property that given any set of n

distinct points {xi,---,x„} in X, the matrix |/¡(x¿) | has an inverse. We may

call such a set ¿F a real-valued unisolvent system of order n on X, or for brevity,

an n-R-U system on XC). For examples, confer (1.6) and (2.5) below.

The purpose of this paper is to characterize topologically those spaces which

admit n-R-U systems. It should be noted that any nonempty topological space

of less than n points has an n-R-U system and that any nonempty topological

space whatsover has a l-R-U system. Consequently in this paper we shall consider

only spaces with at least n points, where n ^ 2.

A summary of this problem's background is useful. For this the following

definition is needed. Let JÍ be an n-dimensional vector P-subspace of ^0(X),

where X is a locally compact Hausdorff space and fiê'0(X) is the vector P-subspace

of 'tê'(X) containing all functions which "vanish at infinity" (i.e., all functions/

in ^(X) such that for each e > 0, the set {xeX: \f(x) | ^e} is compact). JÍ is

said to be a Haar subspace of ^0(X) if given any/ in ^0(X) there is a unique gf

in Jl such that

sup |/(x) - gf(x) | ^ sup |/(x) - g(x) |
xeX xeX

for all g in Ji. Phelps [12] proved that a set of n linearly independent functions

(over P) in ^0(X) span such a subspace JÍ if and only if the set is, in our termi-

nology, an n-R-U system on X. Haar [7] had proved this equivalence when X is

a compact subset of some Euclidean space. Using Haar's result, Mairhuber

[10] proved that for such a compact space (with at least n points, n ^ 2): (a) If X

admits an n-dimensional Haar subspace in ^0(X), then X is homeomorphic to a

Received by the editors February 16, 1963.

(t) For the name unisolvent, confer [11, p. 1] (where its meaning is somewhat different)

and especially [3]. Other terminology used in this area: in [13] and [14], [X; 1F\ is called a real

Haar system; m [6], if J*" is linearly independent over R, the span of ¿F over R in ^(X) is

called a linear n-parameter family; in [2] and [10], #" is called a Chebychev system.
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closed subset of a one-sphere. If in addition n is even, then this subset must be

proper, (b) Conversely, if X is topologically imbeddable into a one-sphere, then X

admits an n-dimensional Haar subspace in ^0(X) (provided that n is odd when X

is a one-sphere)(2). In view of his extension of Haar's result,Phelps asked whether a

similar characterization could be found for locally compact Hausdorff spaces.

This paper resulted from an attempt to answer that question. But, taking our

cue from the proofs that have been given of Mairhuber's result (cf. footnote 2),

we made the n-R-U system and not the Haar subspace the focal point of organ-

ization (since all the topological information is derived from it). Moreover, we

obtain the answer by way of corollary to results more general and of more

immediate interest. Specifically, we prove that for a topological space with at least

n points, n §: 2,

(a) If there is an n-R-U system on X, then there is a continuous one-one map

of X into a one-sphere. Conversely, if there is a continuous one-one map of X

into a one-sphere, then there is an n-R-U system on X (provided that n is odd

when all such maps are onto).

(b) The following conditions are each sufficient for X to be topologically

imbeddable into a one-sphere when it has an n-R-U system:

(1) X is connected and is either locally connected or locally compact.

(2) X is locally compact and cr-compact.

(c) Since <7-compactness obtains in a space any member of whose n-R-U

system "vanishes at infinity," Phelps' question is answered in the affirmative

and the characterization is identical with that given above by Mairhuber for

compact spaces.

The author wishes to take this opportunity to express his gratitude to Professor

Chung-Tao Yang for his help and encouragement in this investigation.

1. General characterization. In this section we give a necessary and sufficient

condition for a topological space to have an n-R-U system. The proof of our

result depends on a generalization of certain key concepts and propositions

found in the various proofs of Mairhuber's result (cf. footnote 2). We list them

here noting that in all of them the space X is assumed to be compact Hausdorff

and to have at least n points and an n-R-U system (n ^ 2). First, for each open

set U in X containing at least n-2 points, there is a homeomorphism/j; of X — U

into a one-sphere. Secondly, for each connected subset Yoffv(X — U),f¡¡í(Y) is

connected. Thus each component of X, when not a point, is a finite union of

arcs and contains no triods. Lastly, if X contains a one-sphere, X is that one-

sphere.

(2) Proofs of Haar's theorem under the assumption that X is a compact Hausdorff space

are given in [1] and [12], while Mairhuber's result in this broader context is proved in [6], [14]

and [15]. Similar approximation theory results and corresponding topological results for complex-

valued functions are given in [14].
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A few preparatory lemmas are needed. For the sake of convenience we introduce

the following definition.

(1.1) Definition. Let X be a topological space. Then X =AX\JA2 is called a

nontrivial separation if A¡ # 0, for i = 1,2, and (Ai n A2) U(/4X n A2) = 0.

(1.2) Lemma. Let Xbea connected topological space and let f be a continuous

one-one map of X into R. Then for each connected subset Yoff(X),f~1(Y) is

connected.

Proof. We may assume that X contains more than a single point. We first

consider the special case where Y is a component of f(X) — {f(b)} for some

point b in X.

We first assume that/(o) is an end point off(X). Our claim in this case is that

X — {b} is connected. Assuming that it is not, we let X — {b} = Ax KJ A2 be a

nontrivial separation. Then, since for i = 1,2, At u{b} is connected and/(b) is

the only point common to their images in P, it is impossible that/(b) be the end

point of f(X). This contradiction proves the claim.

Next we assume that/(b) is not an end point off(X) and letf(X) — {f(b)}

= Ai*JA2  he the  nontrivial  separation.  Our  claim  in  this  case  is  that

f~1(A,) is connected,  ¿ = 1,2.  Now since X - {b} =f~1(Ax)VJf~1(A2) is a

nontrivial separation,f_1(A¡) u{b} is connected. Then, since/(b) is the end

point of A¡ U {f(b)}, our claim is a corollary to the previous case.

Since/(X) is an interval in P, one may readily obtain the general result by

considering the various types of subintervals of f(X) and by using the results of

the two previous paragraphs. Q.E.D.

(1.3) Corollary. Let X be a topological space such that any continuous

one-one map of X into a one-sphere S1 is onto. Letf be one such map. Then for

every connected subset Y of S1, /_1(T) is connected.

Proof. From the hypothesis on X one can easily see that X itself is connected.

We shall then first consider the case Y= S1 — {f(b)} for any point b in X. Assuming

that/-1(Y) is not connected, we letf~i(Y) = Ax \JA2 be a nontrivial separation.

Then each f(A{ U {b}) is connected. Since f(b) is the only point common to

f(Ax U {b}) and f(A2 U {b}), it must be an end point of each of them. Hence

one can map each A¡ U {b} in a continuous one-one manner into P with b going

to an end point of the image. "Piecing" these maps together, one obtains a

continuous one-one map of X into P, contrary to the hypothesis on X. Thus

X— {b} =f~*(Y) is connected for all points b in X.

In the general case, therefore, we may assume that Y is a connected subset of

S1 - {f{b)} for some point b in X and apply (1.2). Q.E.D.

(1.4) Remark. If X is a topological space with at least n points and an n-R-U

system {fx, •••,/„}, where n ^ 2, then X is Hausdorff. For the map which takes

each point x in X to the point (/i(x),--.,/n(x)) in P" is continuous and one-one.

(Cp. [10, p. 611].)
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The method found in [14, p. 9] (cp. [6, p. 1026]) yields:

(1.5) Lemma. Let X be a topological space with at least n points, n _ 2.

If there is an n-R-U system on X, then the complement in X of each n—2 points

can be mapped in a continuous one-one manner into a one-sphere.

(1.6) Theorem. Let X be a topological space with at least n points, n 2:2.

// there is an n-R-U system on X, then there is a continuous one-one map of X

into a one-sphere. Conversely, if there is a continuous one-one map of X into a

one-sphere, then there is an n-R-U system on X (provided that n is odd when

all such maps are onto).

Proof.   Let {fx, ••-,/„} be an n-R-U system on X.

We consider first the case where X is connected and show that X is the sum

of two arc-like sets (i.e., sets which map in a continuous one-one manner onto

arcs) which meet only at their "end point(s)." From this information a continuous

one-one map of X into a one-sphere is easily constructed.

Now by (1.4) X is Hausdorff and consequently is infinite. From (1.2), (1.3)

and (1.5) one can show that the complement in X of any n + 1 points is not

connected. Hence there is a minimal finite set Z in X which disconnects X. Let

X — Z = Ay U42 be a nontrivial separation. Then for i = 1,2, B¡ = 4, UZ is

connected and no proper subset of Z disconnects B¡. Since A¡,j =£ i, is infinite,

there is a continuous one-one map/, of P, into R. It is claimed that each point of

/¡(Z) is an end point of/,(P(). From this fact it is easy to see how X is the sum

of the two arc-like sets as described above.

To prove the claim, we first consider the case where Z contains more than

one point. Now (1.2) and the remarks made above about Z and P, imply that

no single point of/,(Z) can disconnect f¡(B¡). Hence in this case each point of

/¡(Z) is an end point off¡(B¡). Next we consider the case where Z is a single point.

If/,(Z) in this case were not an end point of/,(B¡), then by (1.2) A¡ would not be

connected. We shall deduce from this that X contains a connected subset con-

taining the point Z, which maps in a continuous one-one manner into R but

which is disconnected by Z into at least three components. (In view of (1.2)

this is an impossible situation and thus the claim is proved.) To obtain such

subset, we choose, for j # ¿, a connected compact neighborhood C} of fj(Z) in

fj(Bj) such that fj(Bj)-Cj is infinite and let Z, = 4, U/_1(C;). Then Zi

would be the desired subset. From the remarks made above this completes the

proof for the case where X is connected.

We now consider the case where X is not connected. A straightforward proof

which makes use of the result just established and of (1.5) will show that either X

can be mapped into a one-sphere as desired or else n ̂  3 and there is a non-

trivial separation X = 4 U B, where 4 contains at most n — 2 points, where B

is a connected set which can be mapped in a continuous one-one manner into a
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one-sphere and where all such maps are onto. It remains then to show that the

latter alternative is impossible. The method, mutatis mutandis, will be that

common to [10], [14] and [15].

Assume then that X = AuB as described. Let / be a continuous one-one

map of B onto the unit circle in the complex plane. For fe = 1, ••-,«, and for

each s in [0,1] let

^(s)=/_1(exp{2^[fe + S](l/n)}),

i.e., for each such s, the points xk(s), in cyclic order, are the inverse images of

vertices of a regular n-gon. By the hypothesis on B and (1.3), if Y is a connected

subset of [0,1] xk(Y) is connected for all fe. Thus the space

Z=   X   xt{[0,l)}u    X   x4{(0,l]}
lgk£n lStáii

is connected. If we define a map g of Z into P by

g{(Xi(si),---,x„(s„))} = det\\fj(xk(sk)) ¡,

then g is continuous on Z, g(Z) is connected, and by the definition of an n-R-U

system g(Z) <= P — {0}. But we have

g{(x1(0),-,xn(0))} = ( - 1)"-V{(*i(l). "WO)}

(for, roughly speaking, in changing the value, one permutes the vertices of the

n-gon by a rotation through an angle of 2n/n). We conclude that n must be

odd. Now, by hypothesis there is a point x0 in A. Then, in a way similar to that

above, for each s in [0,1] we let the points xk(s),k = 1, ••-,« — 1, be the inverse

images of the vertices of a regular (n — l)-gon while x„(s) = x0. Defining the

space Z and the map g in formally the same manner as above, we conclude from

a similar argumentation and from the fact that n ^ 3 that n must also be even.

This contradiction gives the desired result.

To prove the converse, let us assume that there is a continuous one-one map

fofX into a one-sphere S1. If/ is onto, we may identify S1 with the real numbers

modulo 2n and we have that {l,cos/(x), sin/(x),--,cos rf(x), sin r/(x)} is a

(2r + i)-R-U system for each r k 1. If all such maps/are onto, then an argument

similar to that given in the preceding paragraph will show that the order of any

unisolvent system on X must be odd. If there is a continuous one-one map of X

into S1 which is not onto, assume that/ is such a map and identify f(X) with a

subspace of P. Then {l,f,—,f1}, where f(x) = (/(x))r, r = 0,1,•••,«- 1,

is an n-R-U system on X. Q.E.D.

2. Conditions for homeomorphism. What (1.6) tells us in general is that any

subset of a one-sphere with any topology that contains the usual relative topology

of that subset has an n-R-U system for all suitable n ^ 2 and that only such

spaces have such systems. The natural question to ask is : When is the topology

of these spaces exactly the relative topology? Several sufficient conditions for
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this are given below and examples follow to show the difficulty in finding con-

ditions that are both necessary and sufficient.

(2.1) Theorem. Let X be a connected, locally connected space with at least n

points, n _ 2. If there is an n-R-U system on X, then X is topologically imbeddable

into a one-sphere.

Proof. Assume that there is an n-R-U system on X. Then by (1.6) there is a

continuous one-one map/ of X into a one-sphere S1.

We consider first the case where/ is not onto and show that it is an open map

and therefore a homeomorphism. For this it will suffice to prove that for any

connected, open, proper subset W of X, f(W) is open in f(X). Assume there is

some subset If of X as described, such that f(W) is not open in/(Z). Then f(W)

is either compact or is a half-open interval with its end point not an end point

off(X). If f(W) were compact, W would be open and closed in X, contrary to

the connectivity of X. Thus f(W) must be a half-open interval as described.

But then, considering f(X) as a subspace of R, it is not difficult to find an open

and closed proper subset H of X containing W, e.g., if /(X) = [a,b] and

f(W) = [c,d), with a<c<dSb, then H=f~i(lc,b])=WKJf~1((c,b]) would do.
We consider next the case where/is onto. The argument proceeds as follows:

either / is a homeomorphism or there is a continuous one-one map of X onto a

proper subset of S1 (which by the argument given above would be a homeomor-

phism). If then/ is not a homeomorphism, by an argument similar to that given

above, there is a connected, open, proper subset W of X such that f(W) is a

half-open interval in S1. Let/(b) be the end point off(W). From the properties

of W and f(W), it is not difficult to see that a continuous one-one map of X

onto a proper subset of S1 can be constructed by "opening up" f(X) at the point

f(b). The image of X will then be a half-open interval. Q.E.D.

(2.2) Corollary. Let X be a connected, locally compact space with at least

n points, n^.2. If there is an n-R-U system on X, then X is topologically

imbeddable into a one-sphere.

Proof. Assume that there is an n-R-U system on X. We shall show that X is

locally connected and the result will then follow from (2.1). Assume that there is a

point x0 at which X is not locally connected. Let F be a compact neighborhood

X. Now by (1.6) there is a continuous one-one map/ of X into a one-sphere.

Then V is homeomorphic via / to a separable metric space and one may use the

proofs found in [18, pp. 18-19], with the necessary changes, to obtain a sequence

of pairwise disjoint, compact, nondegenerate, connected sets Mr, r ^ 0, such

that x0eM0 and limr_00Mr = M0. Letting f(y) be an interior point of/(M0)

and choosing yr eMr, r ^ 1, such that lim^^y, = y, we have lim^^fty,) -f(y).

This is impossible since f(M0) is a neighborhood of f(y) but contains none of

the f(yr). Thus X is locally connected. Q.E.D.
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Local compactness alone, in the present context, is not enough to insure that a

space be homeomorphic with a subspace of a one-sphere (cf. examples below).

However, if a locally compact space is homeomorphic to such a subspace, it

must be <r-compact. That condition in the present context is also sufficient, for

(2.3) Theorem. Let X be a locally compact, a-compact space with at least n

points, n 2: 2. If there is an n-R-U system on X, then X is topologically im-

beddable into a one-sphere.

Proof. Assume there is an n-R-U system J*" on X. We shall show first that X is

separable metric. By (1.4) X is Hausdorff. Then since by hypothesis it is locally

compact, it is also regular. Moreover, because of tr-compactness, we have by

[16, pp. 16-17] that X = \^jr^iXr, where for each r, Xr is open and Xr is compact.

Via /, Xr is therefore homeomorphic to a second countable space and hence is

itself second countable. It follows that X is second countable and separable

metric.

In view of (2.2) we may assume that X is not connected. It is claimed then that

each nondegenerate component of X is homeomorphic to an arc with or without

end point(s). This follows easily from (2.2) and the proof in (1.6) for the case

when X is not connected, since each such component D is infinite and locally

compact and SF restricted to D is an n-R-U system on D.

For a separable metric space with such components, the following conditions

are necessary and sufficient that it be topologically imbeddable into P (cf. [5]) :

(a) if x is a point-component of X, dimxZ = 0,

(b) if x is an end point of an arc-component D of A", dim^CX"— D) U {x}] = 0,

and

(c) if x is an interior point of an arc-component D of X, then x is not a limit

point of (X- D).

(Note that if Y is a subspace of X and x is a point of Y, then dim^T denotes

the Urysohn-Menger dimension of Y at x [8, pp. 4, 24].)

Now these properties hold in X. Property (c) can easily be proved by using a

method similar to that contained in the proof of (2.2). Properties (a) and (b) are

essentially local and thus it will be sufficient to show that they hold on the in-

tersection of a compact neighborhood of the point x with the sets in question. If

one chooses a compact neighborhood of x that maps via / homeomorphically

onto a proper subset of the one-sphere, the proof is complete for on such subsets

of a one-sphere the properties do hold. Q.E.D.

(2.4) Remark. A natural setting for c-compactness does arise. For assume

that X (is locally compact and) has at least n points and an n-R-U system & (n ̂ 2).

For each / in ^(X) we have X = \Jr>i{x: |/(x) | ^(1/r)} U{/-!(0)}. Then,

since for each nonzero/in the span of ¿F over P /_1(0) contains at most n — 1

points, X is a-compact when one such/ is in ?0(Jf). (Cp. [4].)

We are now in a position to answer Phelps' question:
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(2.5) Theorem. Lef X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. If for some

n~2.2,X admits an n-dimensional Haar subspace in ^0(X), then X has at least n

points and is topologically imbeddable into a one-sphere. Conversely, if X has

at least n points (n ^ 2) and is topologically imbeddable into a one-sphere,

then X admits an n-dimensional Haar subspace in ^^(X) (provided that n is

odd if X is a one-sphere).

Proof. Assume that for some n ïï 2, X admits in <&0(X) an n-dimensional

Haar subspace Jt. Let !F be a basis over R for J(. Since !F is linearly independent,

X must have at least n points. By Phelps' result (cf. introduction), & must be an

n-R-U system on X. Since J5" c ^0(X), by (2.4) X is (T-compact. Thus by (2.3) X

is topologically imbeddable into a one-sphere.

Conversely, assume that X has at least n points (n _ 2) and is topologically

imbeddable into a one-sphere. We shall construct an n-R-U system on X in

^0(X) (takinginto account the limitations noted in the statement of the theorem).

If X is compact, ^0(I) =C€(X) and the systems and proof found in (1.6) will

give the desired result. If X is not compact, we may topologically imbed X into a

compact interval Yin R. For the rest of this proof X will be identified with its

image in R. Let p be the usual metric for R and define d(x) = p(x, X — X) for

xeX. Thus d is in ^(X). Since X is locally compact, X — X is compact (cf.,

e.g., [9, p. 50]) and thus d(x) > 0 for all xeX. For each e > 0, Y - {x : d(x) = e}

= \Y-X~\v){yeY: p(y,X -X)<e} and is thus open in Y. Hence {x : d(x) = e}

is compact and d is in ^a(X). Let & = {fr : r = 0,1, • • •, n -1}, where/P(x) = d(x). x"

for each x in X. Then & is an n-R-U system on X in ^0(X). The rest follows

from Phelps' result. Q.E.D.

(2.6) Remarks. We give here some examples of spaces which have n-R-U

systems for all n ^ 2 but which are not homeomorphic with any subspace of a

one-sphere.

Firstly, consider the set X of real numbers with the smallest topology that conta-

ins all the open sets of the usual topology of R and the set R0 of rational numbers.

The space is connected but neither locally compact nor locally connected. It is

also separable but not metrizable.

Secondly, let 4 be a locally compact subset of R (with its usual topology)

such that P = R — A is uncountable. Let X be the set of all real numbers with

the smallest topology that contains the open sets of 4 (with its usual relative

topology) and the discrete topology on P. The space is locally compact, not

connected, metrizable but not separable.

Lastly, let X be the subspace of the Euclidean plane defined by

X= {(x,0):x^0} u{(x,sin(l/x)):x>0}. The space is connected, separable

metric, projects in a continuous one-one manner onto R but fails to be locally

compact (though it is <r-compact). (Cp. [17, p. 196].) The removal of a certain

countable collection of arcs from this example will yield a subspace which is,
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of course, still separable metric and maps in a continuous one-one manner into

P, and whose components are now locally compact, but which still fails to be

homeomorphic to any subspace of a one-sphere.

Thus this paper leaves unsolved the problem of finding necessary and sufficient

conditions for a space with at least n points and an n-R-U system (n ^ 2) to be

homeomorphic to a subspace of a one-sphere, i.e., conditions which take full

advantage of the properties of an n-R-U system.
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